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Abstract

The headline of a news article is designed to succinctly summarize its content, providing the reader with a clear
understanding of the news item. Unfortunately, in the post-truth era, headlines are more focused on attracting the
reader’s attention for ideological or commercial reasons, thus leading to mis- or disinformation through false or
distorted headlines. One way of combating this, although a challenging task, is by determining the relation between
the headline and the body text to establish the stance. Hence, to contribute to the detection of mis- and disinformation,
this paper proposes an approach—HeadlineStanceChecker—that determines the stance of a headline with respect to
the body text to which it is associated. The novelty rests on the use of a two-stage classification architecture that
uses summarization techniques to shape the input for both classifiers instead of directly passing the full news body
text, thereby reducing the amount of information to be processed while keeping important information. Specifically,
summarization is done through Positional Language Models leveraging on semantic resources to identify salient
information in the body text that is then compared to its corresponding headline. The results obtained show that our
approach achieves 94.31% accuracy for the overall classification and the best FNC-1 relative score compared with the
state of the art. It is especially remarkable that the system, which uses only the relevant information provided by the
automatic summaries instead of the whole text, is able to classify the different stance categories with very competitive
results, especially in the discuss stance between the headline and the news body text. It can be concluded that using
automatic extractive summaries as input of our approach together with the two-stage architecture is an appropriate
solution to the problem.

Keywords: Natural Language Processing, Fake News, Misleading Headlines, Stance Detection, Applied Computing,
Document Management and Text Processing, Semantic Summarization

1. Introduction1

Nowadays, disinformation and misinformation are2

two major problems that are increasing at great velocity3

[1] in pace with the exponential growth of information4

on the web and the need for robust verification methods.5

If handling this information overload is an arduous and6

complex task for both humans and machines, verifying7

its veracity has become a daunting yet unavoidable chal-8

lenge. Both terms, misinformation and disinformation,9

allude to the inaccuracy and lack of veracity of certain10

information; however, while in the first case the delu-11

sion can be caused unintentionally, the latter actually12

seeks to deceive or misdirect deliberately [2]. In either13

case, they represent a type of phenomenon that, in the14

domain of digital news, can easily result in a massive15

confusion about the real facts, spreading on a viral scale.16

This is actually what the New York Times meant when17

they referred to a “Fake news” piece as a “made up story18

with the intention to deceive, often with monetary gain19

as a motive” [3].20

The ideological and economic interests that poten-21

tially gain from this “information disorder” are the22

drivers of fake news. These interests aim to manip-23

ulate social opinion and reinforce preconceived opin-24

ions, thereby making people focus on thinking or act-25

ing in a specific way by, most of the time, appealing26

to their emotions rather than presenting the facts. This27

trend that has even prompted the advent and consolida-28

tion of a new term, “post-truth”, which, according to the29

Cambridge Dictionary1, refers to “a situation in which30

people are more likely to accept an argument based on31

their emotions and beliefs, rather than one based on32

facts”. For instance, this distorting phenomenon played33

an important role in President Trump’s election cam-34

paign 2016 [4] and the Brexit referendum 2016 [5]. In35

the same way, business and commercial interests fabri-36

1https://dictionary.cambridge.org/
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cate fake news to generate income through clickbait and37

misleading information. For instance, the National Re-38

port website, Disinformedia [6] or Victory Lab [7] are39

examples of websites that produce and/or disseminate40

fake news.41

Assessing the veracity of a news story is a com-42

plex task—either for expert journalists or for Artificial43

Intelligence—. For this reason, the research community44

approaches the resolution of this task from several per-45

spectives that imply different sub-tasks. In this manner,46

it is convenient to assess the veracity of a news story47

by splitting the task into simpler parts and dealing with48

them individually [8].49

Following this approach, great attention and effort50

has been focused on the analysis and study of one of51

the most essential elements of a news item, its headline,52

in some cases focusing on the relationship between the53

body of the article and the headline, and in others con-54

sidering the constitution of the headline itself. Head-55

lines are fundamental parts of news stories, they sum-56

marise the article so that the reader clearly understands57

the content of the news story [9]. Nevertheless, the58

headline acts also as the prelude to the complete news59

story, and it should be written as an invitation for the60

reader to discover the full piece. A headline is therefore61

expected to be as effective as possible, without losing62

accuracy or becoming misleading [10].63

In the scenario we have outlined, where the informa-64

tion stream is permanently growing and filtering con-65

tent can be overwhelming, the role of headlines is cru-66

cial. On the one hand, an appropriate headline can help67

us to identify the content of most interest to us, but on68

the other hand, and due to this data deluge, it can be69

tempting to read only the headlines and share the news70

feed without having read the entire story. Consequently,71

stories can often go viral because of an attractive head-72

line despite the lack of true information in the body text.73

This phenomena manipulates public opinion and affects74

the credibility of social media [11, 12]. In particular, the75

research conducted in [11] found that 59% of the URLs76

mentioned on Twitter were not clicked at all. This sug-77

gests that people are more willing to share an article78

than access and read it, so they directly read and share79

the headline (and link), without making the effort to go80

deeper and check it. Considering this, the headline of a81

news article should faithfully summarize the body text,82

without including deception or misinformation, in order83

to maintain accuracy and veracity of the entire article.84

Unfortunately, in practice, headlines in digital me-85

dia tend to be more focused on attracting the reader’s86

attention—with little regard for accuracy—thus leading87

to mis- or disinformation through erroneous/false facts88

or headline/body dissonance [13]. In this context, head-89

lines can be classified into two classes [14]:90

• Clickbait headlines: Clickbait refers to content91

whose main purpose is to attract attention and en-92

courage visitors to click on a link to a partic-93

ular web page with the purpose of monetizing94

the “views” through advertising revenue (the more95

clicks, the more money earned). This type of head-96

line is often ambiguous and exhibits a particular97

writing style to directly exploit human curiosity,98

for instance by using exclamatory or interrogative99

headlines that urge audiences to click on the link to100

discover the missing information [14]. Typically,101

clickbait headlines are spread on social media in102

the form of short teaser messages that may read103

like the following cited examples:104

– “Man tries to hug a wild lion, You won’t believe105

what happens next!”2
106

– “The first lady of swearing! How a ten-year-old107

Michelle Obama lost out on a ’best camper’ award108

because she wouldn’t stop cursing”3
109

Existing methods for automatically detecting110

clickbait headlines usually treat the task as a classi-111

fication problem (clickbait/non-clickbait), and ex-112

clusively focus on the headline (its writing style or113

structure) rather than considering the content of the114

news itself [15, 13].115

• Misleading headlines: Headlines thus classified116

significantly misrepresent the findings reported in117

the news article [16], by exaggerating or distorting118

the facts described in the news article. The reader119

can only discover the inconsistencies after reading120

the news body text [14]. Although in the literature121

these headlines are sometimes referred to as incon-122

gruent headlines, in this work we will refer to them123

as misleading headlines since the term represents a124

more comprehensive concept.125

Some important nuances that are part of the news126

body text are missing in the headline, causing the127

reader to come to the wrong conclusion. In contrast128

to clickbait headlines, the language used does not129

necessarily incite the reader to click on it, but it is130

designed to trigger emotion or excitement [16].131

Examples of misleading headlines are shown be-132

low (also reported in [13, 16], respectively):133

2https://bit.ly/2FEddK2 (accessed online 15 February, 2021)
3https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3004975 (accessed on-

line 15 February, 2021)
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– “Ebola in the air? A nightmare that could hap-134

pen”4
135

– “Air pollution now leading cause of lung cancer”5
136

In order to automatically detect misleading head-137

lines, the news body text must be analyzed to ex-138

tract the evidence from which the headline has139

been derived, thereby detecting the headline/body140

text discrepancy in the absence of such evidence.141

The task of identifying the relation between a head-142

line and the news article it refers to has been143

addressed in recent research (see Section 2) as144

a stance detection problem. This type of ap-145

proach involves estimating the relative perspective,146

namely the stance, of one piece of text, such as a147

claim or a news article, towards another, for exam-148

ple, a topic, a statement or a headline [17].149

In the context of headline/body text dissonance, the150

main objective of this research is to propose an ap-151

proach that relies on semantics and deep learning tech-152

niques to automatically determine the stance of the153

headline with respect to its body text. By this means,154

the problem of misleading headlines can be addressed.155

The approach is hereafter referred to as HeadlineS-156

tanceChecker. Given a news headline and its corre-157

sponding body text, our proposal assigns the headline158

one of these four classes— unrelated, agree, disagree159

or discuss—, indicating the headline stance, and vali-160

dating and checking whether the headline is faithfully161

reflecting the information provided in the news article.162

The most interesting aspect of solving misleading163

headline detection as a stance detection task is that it164

is not only focused on determining whether or not a165

headline is consistent with its body text, but it is also166

a fine-grained classification that determines the type of167

dissonance involved.168

We explore the treatment of this task as a two-stage169

neural classification problem in which only the essen-170

tial information of the news item is processed, rather171

than the whole news item. We therefore use the sum-172

maries because besides containing the key information173

of the news story, we hypothesize that the abridged ver-174

sion will not only increase task efficiency but also that of175

the the neural models. Neural models can have a neg-176

ative impact on efficiency when processing long texts,177

so previous studies either used the first sentence of the178

text [18] or a specific fragment [19] to combat this prob-179

lem. Therefore, the use of text summarization, which, to180

4https://cnn.it/2NeuNZj (accessed online 15 February, 2021)
5https://bit.ly/2Tajoxx (accessed online 15 February, 2021)

the best of our knowledge, has not been previously ex-181

ploited for stance detection, could be beneficial in this182

context.183

To summarize, the main novelties of HeadlineS-184

tanceChecker are twofold:185

• the adoption of a divide-and-conquer strategy by186

proposing a two-stage neural classifier for per-187

forming the headline stance task; and188

• the use of summarization techniques based on Po-189

sitional Language Models (PLM). These models190

leverage semantic knowledge to detect the evi-191

dences and essential information within the news192

article so as to generate automatic summaries that193

will be used as substitutes of the full body text for194

the whole classification process. We expect this195

approach to be more efficient in dealing with the196

headline stance classification task.197

The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 presents198

the related work regarding misleading headlines, as well199

as a brief review of the state of the art in text summariza-200

tion; Section 3 presents our proposed architecture for201

HeadlineStanceChecker—explaining each of the stages202

in detail—; Section 4 describes the experiments carried203

out and the evaluation environment; Section 5 reports204

and discusses the results of the proposed approach—205

comparing them to other competitive systems—; and ,206

Section 6 presents conclusions and outlines the main di-207

rection for future work.208

2. Related Work209

HeadlineStanceChecker has been conceived as an au-210

tomatic method to classify a news story in terms of the211

relation between its body text and its headline. The212

main motivation of developing such approach is to pro-213

vide a tool that helps both professionals and readers to214

identify misleading or fraudulent media and informa-215

tion, thus preventing harmful consequences.216

Fake news research has opened up an immense217

field of work that encompasses multiple areas and ap-218

proaches. Both linguistic and non-linguistic aspects are219

being studied, so that elements as diverse as image ver-220

ification, analysis of reputation and authorship, or the221

network dissemination patterns of misleading stories222

fall within its field of interest. For brevity, we focused223

on the research directly related to our proposal, but com-224

prehensive studies can be found in [8, 20, 21].225

Therefore, in this section, first we present an226

overview of recent work done in Stance Detection and,227
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next, an in-depth review of the existing detection strate-228

gies for misleading headlines is conducted. Finally,229

given that one of the novelties of the paper is using sum-230

marization techniques leveraging essential information231

to characterize headlines, a brief review is presented of232

the state of the art in text summarization.233

• Stance Detection Overview234

From an overall perspective, stance detection can235

be defined as the task of identifying the perspec-236

tive of an author or text against a given target in237

the form of one topic, claim, headline or even a238

personality [22, 23]. Hence, there exists a tuple of239

elements—the text on the one side, the target on240

the other side—and a classification process shaped241

to determine how the former stands towards the242

second: does the text support the topic? does it243

disagrees with the claim? The names of the classes244

(e.g. support, against, for or neutral) depend on245

the precise problem. The task, which concerns a246

diverse range of domains, is studied in such varied247

areas as political debates [24, 25], student essays248

[26], online forum debates [27] or even internal249

company discussions [28, 29].250

A great deal of work in opinion mining has been251

devoted to detect the stance of tweets or other252

types of short texts as rumours [30] or microblog-253

ging statements. Examples of targets posed in254

the available datasets could be “Hillary Clinton”255

for personality, “Atheism” as a particular topic256

or the claim “E-cigarettes are safer than normal257

cigarettes”. Shared tasks offering such datasets and258

fostering the research on the matter have arisen in259

different languages. SemEval-2016 posed the sub-260

task for detecting stance in tweets [31], providing261

around 5 thousand tweets in English covering five262

commonly known topics. The task has inspired nu-263

merous approaches that develop either traditional264

proposals (e.g. K nearest neighbour [32], Support265

Vector Machines [33] or latent features provided266

by methods such as Latent Dirichlet Allocation267

[34]); or those inspired by neural network frame-268

works, by using, for example, bidirectional con-269

ditional encoding [35], bidirectional Long Short-270

Term Memory neural networks [36] or Attention271

based Convolutional Neural Networks [37]. Be-272

sides, there are available public datasets that sup-273

port the development of new interesting work, such274

as the Multi Perspective Consumer Health Query275

dataset [38] dedicated to detecting the stance of276

sentences collected from quality articles towards277

five different claims (e.g., “Sun exposure causes278

skin cancer”). In [23], an in-depth study on differ-279

ent approaches to the two tasks mentioned above280

can be found. Regarding languages other than281

English, the necessity for well-annotated data led282

to the proliferation of both annotation efforts and283

shared tasks aimed to advance research, such as284

StanceCat, presented at IberEval 2017 as a stance285

detection task for tweets in Spanish and Catalan286

[39], a proposal and a dataset of short messages287

in Russian internet forums [40], or even projects288

combining a larger number of languages (French,289

Italian, Spanish, English) [41, 42].290

In contrast to such approaches, research on stance291

detection based on longer documents, as in the cur-292

rent scenario, faces different challenges. Dealing293

with discourse, as a coherent and cohesive set of294

sentences, adds a certain complexity not present295

when processing shorter utterances. Within the296

discourse, an argument may develop in such a297

way that some sentences may show support for the298

claim, while others may seem to deny it, and only299

by considering the document as a whole can the300

stance be effectively identified.301

It is in this context that HeadlineStanceChecker302

has been developed, and next, we introduce the re-303

lated work concerning the specific task.304

• Misleading headlines305

The task of detecting misleading headlines for the306

present research involves classifying the stance of307

the article body with respect to the claim made in308

the headline into one of the following four classes:309

a) agrees—agreement between body text and head-310

line; b) disagrees—disagreement between body311

text and headline; c) discusses—same topic dis-312

cussed in body text and headline, but no position313

taken; and, d) unrelated—different topic discussed314

in body text and headline.315

This task—headline stance detection—quickly316

emerged in the context of fake news analysis, trig-317

gered by a demand for new technologies to prevent318

and combat the phenomenon, together with an in-319

crease in the availability of annotated corpora [8].320

In this context, research challenges and competi-321

tions were proposed. The most recent and impor-322

tant ones are next reviewed in detail.323

The Fake News Challenge6 (FNC-1) [43] was cre-324

6http://www.fakenewschallenge.org/ (accessed online 15 Febru-
ary, 2021)
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ated using Emergent dataset [17] as a starting point325

(this dataset has been extracted from the Emergent326

Project [44], a rumour debunking project). FNC-1327

aims to compile a gold standard to explore Artifi-328

cial Intelligence technologies, especially ML and329

Natural Language Processing (NLP), applied to330

detection of fake news. To carry out this macro-331

challenge, the organisers decided to start with332

stance detection. In this case, the FNC-1 dataset333

was released, with around 75,000 instances that334

were classified as follows: agree, disagree, discuss335

and unrelated.336

For example, given the headline “Robert Plant337

Ripped up $800M Led Zeppelin Reunion Con-338

tract”, the following fragments7 would illustrate339

the different classes mentioned, according to the340

gold-standard annotations in the FNC-1 dataset:341

– Agrees: The body text agrees with the head-342

line. Example evidence: “[...] Led Zep-343

pelin’s Robert Plant turned down 500 MIL-344

LION pounds to reform supergroup.”345

– Disagrees: The body text disagrees with the346

headline. Example evidence: “[...] No,347

Robert Plant did not rip up a $800 million348

deal to get Led Zeppelin back together.”349

– Discusses: The body text discusses the same350

topic as the headline, but does not take a posi-351

tion. Example evidence: “[...] Robert Plant352

reportedly tore up an $800 million Led Zep-353

pelin reunion deal.”354

– Unrelated: The body text is not related355

with the headline. Example evidence: “[...]356

Richard Branson’s Virgin Galactic is set to357

launch SpaceShipTwo today.”358

The FNC-1 competition received a total of 200359

submissions achieving relative scores8 of around360

82% in the best ranked submissions. The orga-361

nization proposed a simple baseline using hand-362

coded features and a gradient boosting classifier,363

available at Github9. The three best systems in364

this competition were Talos [45], Athene system365

[46] and UCLMR [47] in this order. Talos [45]366

7Examples extracted from Fake News Challenge website fake-
newschallenge.org .

8Measure score used in the Fake News Challenge competition
9https://github.com/FakeNewsChallenge/fnc-1-baseline (accessed

online 15 February, 2021)

applied a one-dimensional convolution neural net-367

works (CNN) on the headline and body text, rep-368

resented at the word level using Google News pre-369

trained vectors. The output of this CNN is then370

sent to a multilayer perceptron (MLP) with 4-371

class output: agree, disagree, discuss, and unre-372

lated, and trained end-to-end. Using this combi-373

nation CNN-MLP, the system outperformed all the374

submissions and achieved the first position in the375

FNC-1 challenge.376

Recently, other works used the FNC-1 for their377

experiments and the performance obtained in the378

competition improved. For instance, [48] ad-379

dressed the problem proposing a hierarchical rep-380

resentation of the classes, which combines agree,381

disagree and discuss in a new related class. A382

two-layer neural network is learning from this hi-383

erarchical representation of classes and a weighted384

accuracy of 88.15% is obtained with their pro-385

posal. Furthermore, [49] constructed a stance de-386

tection model by performing transfer learning on387

a RoBERTa deep bidirectional transformer lan-388

guage model by taking advantage of bidirectional389

cross-attention between claim-article pairs via pair390

encoding with self-attention. They reported a391

weighted accuracy of 90.01%.392

Outside the FNC-1 Challenge and dataset, there is393

other research that also addresses the stance detec-394

tion tasks, determining the relation of a news head-395

line with its body text. Some authors extracted key396

quotes [50] or claims [51] to facilitate the detec-397

tion. There is also work related to argument min-398

ing analysis, in which the headline represents an399

argument that is not supported by claims in the400

text. Moreover, in addition to using argument min-401

ing for solving stance detection, this problem could402

benefit from other tasks which detect semantic re-403

lations within the text, such as contradiction [52],404

contrast [53] and entailment [54].405

• Text Summarization406

Previous research in Text Summarization has been407

shown to have a positive impact on society since408

the use of summaries has been beneficial in differ-409

ent areas, such as education —where summaries410

are used to support reading comprehension tasks411

[55, 56, 57, 58]— business, by producing, for in-412

stance, an automatic summary of event logs to help413

analysts [59], or health, regardless of whether the414

summaries were created manually [60, 61], or au-415

tomatically [62]. This is partly due to the capa-416
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bility of summarization methods to identify the417

most relevant information of a document, and con-418

dense it into a new text, thereby helping to reduce419

time and resources when it comes to manage large420

amounts of data. These methods have proven to be421

effective when integrated as an intermediate com-422

ponent of more complex systems.423

The journalism field, and specifically the news do-424

main, has been one of the most representative ar-425

eas in which summarization has traditionally fo-426

cused from the outset, partly thanks to the devel-427

opment of appropriate corpora (e.g. DUC, Giga-428

word, CNN/DailyMail)[63], and the wide range429

of techniques and approaches to help digest this430

type of information [64, 65, 66, 67]. Besides the431

various summarization types that have been de-432

veloped for this domain (single-document, multi-433

document, extractive, abstractive, generic, topic-434

oriented, etc.), there is a significant amount of435

research on the task of headline generation us-436

ing summarization techniques [68, 69, 70], and437

more recently using Deep Learning [71, 72, 73].438

However, none of them have exploited either the439

headline or the summarization techniques as an440

intermediate stage to further extract the seman-441

tic relationship between the headline and the news442

body text, and detect possible incongruities to fight443

against the fake news problem.444

Although summarization has been used for fake news445

detection [74, 75, 76], as well as in the context of online446

discussions and social media to detect whether the au-447

thor of a comment is in favor of or against a given target448

(e.g. entity or topic) [77, 78], to the best of our knowl-449

edge, summarization has not been directly applied to450

the stance detection problem of misleading headlines,451

as proposed in this study.452

Summarization was mentioned as a potential effec-453

tive methodology for dealing with the problem of in-454

congruent headlines in [79], but from a different per-455

spective, which involved using headline generation to456

create a new headline that could be then compared to457

the existing headline by measuring the distance between458

them. More recently, an updated comprehensive sur-459

vey concerning the stance detection task [80] shows that460

there is a lack of research where summarization is ap-461

plied to this task, although a new type of summariza-462

tion, called stance summarization, is outlined. However,463

stance summarization involves the generation of a new464

type of summary which includes a stance, but it is not465

comparable to the approach presented in this paper as466

the summaries are not incorporated into the stance de-467

tection process.468

In another survey, conducted by [81], the authors469

compile the available information regarding existing re-470

search addressing this problem, and only the work of471

[82] summarized the news body into a single sentence to472

be compared to the given claim and determine its overall473

veracity, an approach which aligns with that suggested474

in [79] as aforementioned. By contrast, our research475

goes beyond summarizing the whole document into just476

one sentence, and provides a summary that could be477

acted as a substitute of the whole body text.478

The HeadlineStanceChecker proposal is based on the479

fact that semantic information and discourse structure480

are captured through PLMs which, in turn, are exploited481

as a summarization technique. PLMs allow key spots482

and relevant information to be located in the news body483

text, and they are then used to create a summary of484

the news. By this means, the news article is reduced485

to its essential information, which is then compared to486

its headline. Our proposed model to detect misleading487

headlines, by relying on their stance towards the arti-488

cle’s content, directly uses this summary of the news489

instead of the whole news body text, enabling a more490

accurate comparison to its headline.491

3. HeadlineStanceChecker Architecture492

The HeadlineStanceChecker approach involves two-493

stages (see Figure 1), thus addressing the task as a two-494

level classification problem. The first level corresponds495

to a Relatedness Stage, while the second corresponds to496

a Stance Stage. An additional novelty is the use of sum-497

maries generated in the first stage for the whole process498

instead of the full body text (i.e., the Relatedness Stage).499

In this manner, given the inputs, namely the candidate500

headline and the news article body text, a summary of501

the news body will be created in the Relatedness Stage502

to later determine the headline’s stance regarding the503

news article as either related or unrelated. Afterwards,504

in the Stance Stage, the examples classified as related in505

the previous stage, are further classified into three pos-506

sible values: agree, disagree, or discuss.507

A more detailed description of both stages and the508

different modules involved in performing the stance509

classification is provided here-under.510

3.1. Relatedness Stage511

The Relatedness Stage will determine whether the512

headline is classified as related or unrelated with re-513

spect to the body text of the news article. The inputs514

of this stage are both the text body and the headline,515

6



Figure 1: HeadlineStanceChecker architecture.

resulting in a binary classification. The outputs of this516

stage are:517

• The headlines classified as related or unrelated.518

• The summary of the news content, obtained in a519

relevant information detection module.520

To produce the above outputs, three modules are pro-521

posed: i) relevant information detection; ii) relatedness522

feature extraction; and, iii) relatedness classification.523

3.1.1. Relevant information detection module524

The relevant information detection module aims to525

create a summary revealing the important information526

of the input news article in relation to its headline.527

The task of summarization has generally been carried528

out from a statistical perspective that only considers the529

elements of the text with no regard to their structure (or530

in those cases where the structure is taken into account,531

it is already known beforehand, such as in the case of532

scientific articles). PLMs are a type of statistical lan-533

guage model that allow information to be considered by534

taking into account both the relevant elements of the text535

and their location in the document. This provides a dy-536

namic method for detecting key aspects of the text inde-537

pendently of the domain and textual genre to which it is538

related. Conversely, PLMs represent a type of statistical539

language model that allows information to be consid-540

ered by taking into account both the relevant elements541

of the text and also their location in the document. They542

define a dynamic method for detecting key aspects of543

the text independently of the domain and textual genre544

to which it is related. Besides, PLMs have proved valu-545

able in other areas such as information retrieval [83] and546

language generation [84].547

From the semantic perspective of the text, its essence548

can be more effectively captured and synthesized by549

considering the document not as a mere sequence of550

sentences, but as a coherent and cohesive source of551

meaning, traversed by semantically related entities and552

actions. Considering this, we chose PLMs as the corner-553

stone of our module given that they can be configured554

to include the identification of named entities within the555

story, together with the representation of the words as556

synsets (sets of synonyms accounted under an identi-557

fier), allowing a further abstractive step on the basis of558

Wordnet [85], a hierarchical database of semantic re-559

lations. Consequently, PLMs help to incorporate both560

the semantics derived from the relevant lexical units to-561

gether with the meaning derived from the text as coher-562

ent discourse. Previous studies demonstrated that PLMs563

were suitable for summarization tasks [86] and, more-564

over, a preliminary research was conducted analyzing565

and comparing different summarization methods for the566

stance detection task—including extractive, abstractive567

and hybrid ones [86]— also showing that PLM-based568

summarization yielded the most stable results.569

PLM essentials. Fundamentally, the PLMs state that570

for every position i within a document D it is possible571

to calculate a score for each element w that belongs to572
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the document’s vocabulary. The decision as to the kind573

of elements that compose the vocabulary is made when574

designing the module. The calculated score displays the575

relevance of each element w in every precise position i,576

based on its distance to other occurrences of the same577

element throughout the document. The score is higher578

when the neighbor element is closer within a scope to579

compute the value that goes beyond the sentence limits,580

taking into account the whole document. In order to581

express the distance to the occurrence of the entity in the582

neighbourhood, a propagation function f(i,j) is applied.583

Equation 1 defines how the score for word w in posi-
tion i is computed:

P(w | i) =

∑|D|
j=1 c(w, j) × f (i, j)∑

w′∈V
∑|D|

j=1 c(w′, j) × f (i, j)
(1)

where |D| refers to the length of the document, V is584

the vocabulary, c(w,j) indicates the presence of element585

w in the position j, and f(i,j) is the propagation func-586

tion that rates the distance between i and j. In this case,587

and taking as bases previous work on the matter [84], a588

Gaussian kernel is adopted as the propagation function.589

Figure 2 illustrates the idea behind the PLM reason-590

ing.591

Figure 2: Example of the type of computation performed to obtain the
value of the PLM for the position 50 regarding the element dog of the
vocabulary

PLM for summarization. The manner in which592

PLMs are employed to perform the summarization task593

comprises three stages. First, we need to conduct the594

definition of the vocabulary as a parameter for the PLM595

module. In our current configuration, the vocabulary is596

composed of the synsets corresponding to nouns, verbs597

and adjectives, together with the named entities that ap-598

pear along the text. In order to get this semantic infor-599

mation, we use Freeling [87], an open source tool that600

allows linguistic analysis with different levels of granu-601

larity.602

From this stage, a representation of the text that in-603

volves both the vocabulary and the positions of its ele-604

ments is obtained.605

Second, we create a seed, i.e., a set of words that can606

be significant for the text and will help the system to dis-607

card irrelevant parts of the discourse. The given head-608

line is taken as seed in our configuration. It needs to be609

analyzed with the same tools as the source text (Freel-610

ing). As a result, a second vocabulary is then built from611

it.612

Finally, the processing of the PLM against the seed
allows us to compute scores for the text elements that
are now conditioned by the information in the headline.
At this stage, we have already calculated a collection
of values associated with every relevant element using
the PLMs for each position of the text. The aggregation
of the different values related to each of those positions
results in a vector with same length of the document,
the Score Counter (SC), so that the score held in the in-
dex i will express the value for the position i in the text.
Those positions in the text that show local maximums
in the SC are retrieved as the most relevant points of the
document. The sentences to which these positions be-
long are then selected as candidates for the summary.
Since a value has been calculated for each position in
the sentence, we can obtain a score for the sentence it-
self:

S score =
∑
i∈S

S C[i] (2)

with S representing the sentence, and i indicating the613

positions within the document for that sentence.614

These values also allow us to select from the candi-
dates the sentences that will constitute the news extrac-
tive summary. Moreover, the computed values are nec-
essary to define a new feature, named PLM Salience
Score, which will be used for the relatedness classifier
in the next step. Its value derives from the aggrega-
tion of each score S t associated with each sentence t
included in the summary, following Equation 3. Let S ∗

represent the set of the sentences belonging to the sum-
mary, the PLM Salience Score for a document D would
be calculated as:

PLMS alienceS coreD =
∑
t∈S ∗

S t (3)

3.1.2. Relatedness Feature Extraction615

Besides the relevant information (i.e., the summary)616

and the PLM Salience Score obtained in the previous617

module, two similarity features are used as input to the618

relatedness classifier applied next. To obtain the fea-619

tures, the headline and the generated summary are used.620

They are described next:621

• Cosine similarity: The cosine similarity between622

headline and summary of body text is computed.623
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This feature is used to measure how similar the624

headline and summary are, irrespective of their625

size. Mathematically, it measures the cosine of the626

angle between two vectors projected in a multi-627

dimensional space [88]. The cosine similarity is628

advantageous because even if the two similar doc-629

uments are far apart by Euclidean distance (due to630

the size of the document), chances are that they631

may still be oriented closer together. The smaller632

the angle, the higher the cosine similarity [89]. Al-633

though this metric is relatively basic [90], it usually634

brings significant improvements to retrieval mod-635

els [88]. The cosine similarity measure between636

two vectors X and Y is obtained following Equa-637

tion 4 [91]:638

Cosine similarity (|X,Y |) =
x · y

‖x‖
∥∥∥y

∥∥∥ (4)

where x · y =

n∑
i=1

xiyi and ‖x‖ =
√

x · x

For the calculation of cosine similarity, the text639

pairs are converted into Term Frequency-Inverse640

Document Frequency (TF-IDF) vectors, using the641

tools provided by scikit-learn [92].642

• Overlap coefficient: This feature is defined as the643

intersection between two sets A and B. In the cur-644

rent scenario, these sets contain the ngrams belong-645

ing either to the headline or the summary [93]. The646

overlap coefficient is given by Equation 5 [94]:647

Overlap coe f f icient (A, B) =
A ∩ B

min(|A|, |B|)
(5)

If set A is a subset of B or the converse, then the648

overlap coefficient is equal to 1 else overlap coeffi-649

cient should be bewteen 0 to 1 [95].650

3.1.3. Relatedness classification651

The relatedness classification module exploits the652

PLM Salience Score, the relatedness features previously653

processed, as well as the summary to finally classify the654

headlines as related or unrelated. The proposed archi-655

tecture is flexible to choose any model that allows clas-656

sifiers to be improved.657

In this case, the design of the relatedness classifica-658

tion module is based on fine-tuning the RoBERTa (Ro-659

bustly optimized BERT approach) pre-trained model660

[96], applying a classifier to its output afterwards.661

First, the headline and the summary are concatenated662

and processed with the RoBERTa model. The result-663

ing vector is consecutively multiplied by the three fea-664

tures (PLM Salience Score, Cosine similarity, Overlap665

coefficient) to finally carry out the classification using a666

Softmax activation function in the output layer.667

Specifically, we have chosen RoBERTa Large model668

(24 layer and 1024 hidden units) since it achieves669

state-of-the-art results in General Language Under-670

standing Evaluation (GLUE) [97], Reading Compre-671

hension Dataset From Examinations (RACE) [98] and672

Stanford Question Answering Dataset (SQuAD) bench-673

mark. Similar to [49, 96, 99], in this work we fine-674

tune RoBERTa to efficiently address a task that in-675

volves comparing sentences. RoBERTa optimizes Bidi-676

rectional Encoder Representations from Transformers677

(BERT) [100] by adding several modifications but with-678

out altering the original architecture, an approach that679

improves the results with respect to BERT in the main680

NLP tasks [96]. Some of those modifications involve:681

eliminating the prediction of the next sentence; per-682

forming the training on a greater volume of data; enlarg-683

ing the batch size; and, lengthening the input sequence.684

To create the classifier, the Simple Transformers li-685

brary10 was used, which creates a wrapper around Hug-686

gingFace’s Transformers library for using Transformer687

models [101]. Simple Transformers is an NLP library688

that allows the modification of hyperparameters so as689

to train, evaluate, and make predictions using the best690

state-of-the-art models.691

In our model, the hyperparameter values are: max-692

imum sequence length of 512; batch size of 4; train-693

ing rate of 1e-5; and, training performed for 3 epochs.694

These values were established after successive evalu-695

ations, following previous experiments on this model696

[49, 96, 99].697

3.2. Stance Stage698

Given the related headlines obtained through the first699

stage on the proposed architecture, the main goal of this700

stage is to determine their type considering the remain-701

ing stances: agree, disagree or discuss. Therefore, the702

claim made in the headline can be finally classified into703

one of three classes left.704

The inputs of this stage are:705

• The headlines classified as related.706

• The summary of the news content.707

10https://simpletransformers.ai/ (accessed online 15 February,
2021)
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The output of this stage then is the final classifica-708

tion of the related headlines, where each of them is709

assigned one of the following possible stance values:710

agree, disagree or discuss. These classified headlines711

together with the unrelated headlines determined be-712

fore, will comprise the final output for the whole Head-713

lineStanceChecker approach.714

3.2.1. Stance classification715

As in the Relatedness Stage (Section 3.1.2), the ex-716

tractive summary generated in Section 3.1.1 is also used717

here.718

Similar to the Relatedness classification module, this719

stage has been built using RoBERTa as the selected720

model capable of improving the classification. In this721

case, no additional features are considered, only two722

dense layers are included to reduce dimensions and, fi-723

nally, the Softmax classification layer. The hyperparam-724

eters of the model used in this classifier are the same725

as those of the Relatedness classification, except for726

the classification output which in this case is of three727

classes: agree, disagree, discuss.728

4. Experiments and Evaluation Environment729

The proposed approach was applied and evaluated in730

the context of the Fake News Challenge FNC-1 whose731

goal was to determine a headline’s stance by classify-732

ing it in relation to its body text into 4 classes: unre-733

lated, agree, disagree, and discuss. In this section, we734

first describe the corpus provided in this challenge. Sec-735

ond, we explain the experiments performed with differ-736

ent configurations of our system. Finally, the evaluation737

metrics used are outlined. The results obtained will be738

presented, discussed and compared to the other partici-739

pating systems in the challenge in subsequent sections.740

4.1. Fake News Challenge Dataset741

The experimentation is conducted over the FNC-1742

dataset whose instances are labeled as agree, disagree,743

discuss and unrelated.744

The dataset was split into a training set (66.3%) and a745

testing set (33.7%), where neither the headlines nor the746

body text overlapped. The distribution of documents747

(bodies and headlines) is presented in Table 1.748

As the distribution of the classes indicates in Table 2,749

there is a significant imbalance for both the training and750

testing sets where the instances of the unrelated class751

alone (over 70%) are greater than the sum of the remain-752

ing classes. At the other extreme, the disagree class is753

remarkably lower compared to the others.754

Documents Headlines Instances
Train set 1,683 1,683 49,972
Test set 904 904 25,413
Complete dataset 2,587 2,587 75,385

Table 1: Description FNC-1 dataset considering number of docu-
ments.

4.2. Experiments755

To measure our system’s performance, a set of exper-756

iments was conducted as follows, the results of which757

will be shown and discussed in Section 5. Our experi-758

ments can be replicated at Github11:759

• Relatedness Stage Validation: The aim of this ex-760

periment is to assess the performance of this classi-761

fication stage, where related or unrelated headlines762

are initially identified. First, we analyze and com-763

pare the performance of the classifier when either764

summaries or the full body is employed. Second,765

we conduct an ablation study to verify whether the766

relatedness features used for the classifier make a767

positive contribution.768

• Stance Stage Validation: The goal of this experi-769

ment is to determine how accurate the Stance Stage770

is when the errors produced by the Relatedness771

Stage are avoided, thereby using an ideal input772

for this stage, i.e., the gold-standard headlines an-773

notated as related in the FNC-1 corpus. By this774

means, we can measure the effectiveness of this775

stage in isolation. Furthermore, to validate the ex-776

tent to which our proposed stance detection model777

can be generalized, we apply it to a different head-778

line stance detection dataset, i.e. Emergent dataset779

[17].780

• HeadlineStanceChecker Validation: In this last ex-781

periment, the entire system —integrating the Re-782

latedness and Stance classifiers as a two-step clas-783

sifier and using summaries as input for the whole784

process instead of the full text— is tested. Its per-785

formance is then compared to other configurations786

of the model as well as to competitive state-of-the-787

art systems.788

In addition, we also investigate the system perfor-789

mance considering two different inputs: summaries and790

full body. This experiment and its further analysis is791

detailed in Section 5.4.792

11https://github.com/rsepulveda911112/HeadlineStanceChecker
(accessed online 10 september, 2021)
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Agree Disagree Discuss Unrelated
Train set 3,678 (7.36%) 840 (1.68%) 8,909 (17.82%) 36,545 (73.13%)
Test set 1,903 (7.48%) 697 (2.74%) 4,464 (17.56%) 18,349 (72.20%)
Complete dataset 5,581 (7.4%) 1,537 (2.03%) 13,373 (17.73%) 54,894 (72.81%)

Table 2: Distribution of FNC-1 dataset stances.

4.3. Evaluation Metrics793

Originally, the organizers of the FNC-1 challenge794

proposed the Relative Score metric, which assigned a795

higher weight to examples correctly classified, as long796

as they belonged to a different class from the unrelated797

one. The rationale behind this metric was to address the798

highly imbalanced distribution of the classes caused by799

the over-representation of the unrelated.800

However, as pointed out in [102], the inner imbal-801

ance among the three related classes —agree, disagree,802

and discuss— was not addressed. Therefore, following803

[102], this study incorporates, in addition to the FNC-804

1 relative score, both a measure of F1 class-wise and805

a macro-averaged F1 (F1m) as the mean of those per-806

class F scores so as to address the imbalance among the807

less represented classes. The advantage of this measure808

rests in it not being affected by the size of the majority809

class. Additionally, average accuracy is also obtained.810

5. Results and Discussion811

This section presents the results obtained in each of812

the experiments described in Section 4.2. The values813

are expressed in percentage mode.814

5.1. Relatedness Stage Validation815

Our first experiment was designed to evaluate the first816

module as an isolated element of the system, acting as a817

binary classifier. In this case, we were not evaluating the818

system to detect agree, disagree or discuss examples,819

but to perform related versus unrelated classification.820

We carried out an analysis of the classification results821

and also an ablation study that considered the follow-822

ing involved features: cosine similarity; PLM Salience823

Score; and, overlap coefficient.824

The performance of the relatedness classifier was first825

validated by analyzing whether the use of summaries826

had a positive impact on the output compared to using827

the whole document. The results are shown in Table828

3. Both approaches used the three features previously829

described in the section 3.1.1 and 3.1.2.830

Relatedness Stage FNC-1-Summary refers to an ex-831

periment that uses summaries both to calculate features832

and to enter the classification model, whereas the Relat-833

edness Stage FNC-1-Body-text approach uses the body834

text instead of the summary as input to the relatedness835

stage to classify the headline. The results validate the836

use of summaries as a useful approach to the stance837

detection problem as even if some information is ex-838

cluded, the findings indicate a slight improvement when839

using the summarized text.840

The approach that uses summaries throughout the841

process is able to improve the related class, which is842

the minority class. Figures 3 and 4 show each confu-843

sion matrix of the two approaches with minimal varia-844

tion in the classification, thus showing that the use of845

summaries does not harm the results of this classifier.846

These results show that, by using the PLMs to con-847

dense the relevant information from a piece of news,848

the resulting summaries offer an attractive substitute for849

the full news text, enabling a reduction of the compu-850

tational load for the classifiers, which increases when851

dealing with longer texts.852

Furthermore, to evaluate the influence of the added853

features in the relatedness stage, an ablation study of854

the features extracted from the summary has been con-855

ducted. Each feature (Cosine similarity, PLM Salience856

Score and Overlap coefficient) has been removed and857

an experiment has been designed that will return the re-858

sults of the classification without the incidence of the859

removed feature. To the extent that the classification re-860

sult is worse, this would imply that the eliminated fea-861

ture has a great influence on improving the classification862

results. The most influential feature for the classifica-863

tion was observed to be the PLM Salience Score as the864

experiment that does not use the PLM score obtains the865

worst results, followed by the one that does not use over-866

lap coefficient and, finally, by the one that uses cosine867

similarity. Table 4 shows the ablation study.868

5.2. Stance Stage Validation869

This experiment was designed to determine the va-870

lidity of the Stance Stage. This task can be tackled as871

a double question, since two fundamental issues arise:872
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F1 Score F1m
System Related Unrelated
Relatedness Stage FNC-1-Summary 98.38 99.40 98.89
Relatedness Stage FNC-1-Body-text 98.36 99.37 98.86

Table 3: Relatedness classification results: class-wise F1 Score and F1m using automatic summaries vs. full news text.

Figure 3: Confusion matrix resulting from the Relatedness
Stage FNC-1-Summary.

Figure 4: Confusion matrix resulting from the Relatedness
Stage FNC-1-body.

F1 Score F1m
Removed feature Related Unrelated
Cosine similarity 98.24 99.32 98.78
PLM Salience Score 98.00 99.23 98.61
Overlap coefficient 98.10 99.27 98.68
Non-ablated results 98.38 99.40 98.89

Table 4: Ablation study results for the features used in the Relatedness
Stage. To facilitate reading and comparison, we have also included the
non-ablation results.

i) the validity of the Stance Stage as a general proposal;873

and ii) the effectiveness of the Stance Stage performance874

within an ideal case.875

As for the first issue, this experiment aims to demon-876

strate that the approach is not an ad-hoc solution but877

a general one. For this purpose, the Stance Stage was878

applied to a different stance dataset called Emergent879

dataset12 [17]. For this dataset, each example results880

from a combination of one article and its headline, and881

one claim. There are three different options for de-882

scribing how a claim can be related to a piece of news.883

Specifically, each example was manually labeled by a884

journalist with one of the following tags: for, if the ar-885

ticle states that the claim is true; against, if it states that886

the claim is false and observing, when the claim is re-887

ported in the article, but without assessment of its verac-888

ity. The dataset is composed of 2,595 examples, derived889

from the combination of 2,571 news, 2,536 headlines890

and 300 claims (see Table 5 for further details of the891

dataset).892

To replicate our experimental environment with this893

dataset, the equivalence between labels in both datasets894

regarding their meaning is for ' agree, against ' dis-895

agree and observing ' discuss.896

12https://github.com/willferreira/mscproject/ (accessed online 15
February, 2021)
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News Headlines Claims For Against Observing Total
Bodies Examples

Train 2,048 2,023 240 992 304 775 2,071
Test 523 513 60 246 91 187 524
Complete dataset 2,571 2,536 300 1,238 395 962 2,595

Table 5: Description of the Emergent dataset: number of documents and distribution of assigned labels.

F1 Score F1m Acc
Experiment Agree Disagree Discuss
Testing Emergent
Emergent Upper Bound 81.53 74.53 68.23 74.76 76.15
Stance Stage Emergent 75.15 77.77 65.49 72.80 71.89
Stance Stage Emergent Test FNC-1 Training 73.15 73.68 70.61 72.48 72.08
Testing FNC-1
Stance Stage FNC-1 72.87 63.50 88.74 75.04 82.30

Table 6: Stance Stage results: class-wise F1 Score, F1m and overall accuracy on FNC-1 and Emergent dataset.

Therefore, to validate the generalization of the ap-897

proach, Table 6 includes the following performance re-898

sults:899

• Emergent Upper Bound: This experiment is per-900

formed as an upper bound by using a human-901

written headline created by a journalist, and con-902

sidering it as a perfect summary that comprises the903

main information of the news body text. Never-904

theless, this upper bound is only applicable to the905

Emergent dataset since in the case of FNC-1 no906

journalist-written headline is provided, as occurs907

in the case of the Emergent dataset.908

• Stance Stage using Emergent Dataset: Our model909

is trained with the Emergent dataset and the Stance910

Stage is applied to it.911

• Stance Stage tested with Emergent, but trained912

with FNC-1: This performance uses the Emergent913

dataset to test the Stance Stage but with the model914

trained on the FNC-1 so as to demonstrate the ex-915

tent to which our proposal can be generalised.916

The second aspect that needs to be addressed relates917

to the appropriateness of this second stage and its per-918

formance by isolating this stage from the rest of the sys-919

tem. The strategy here is focused on avoiding the errors920

inherited from the previous stage. To achieve this, only921

the examples tagged as related from the FNC-1 Gold-922

Standard are used and evaluated. The results of this923

performance correspond to Stance Stage FNC-1 row in924

Table 6.925

The analysis of the results obtained in this stage re-926

garding the comparison of the performance using Emer-927

gent dataset are very promising considering that this928

model is using automatic summaries. The results are929

very close to the upper bound obtained by using human-930

made summaries. Analyzing per class, using the Emer-931

gent dataset for a training and testing task, the disagree932

class is even better classified by using automatic sum-933

maries. Additionally, when the approach is trained on934

the FNC-1 dataset and the test is carried out on the935

Emergent dataset, the discuss class surpasses the upper936

bound.937

Regarding the performance of the Stance Stage in iso-938

lation, i.e., without considering the Relatedness Stage,939

the results present a slightly better performance than the940

whole approach with an increase of 2 percentage points941

(see Table 7). This was to be expected since errors de-942

rived from the Relatedness Stage are avoided. To con-943

clude, these figures demonstrate that the approach, apart944

from potentially being a general solution, also demon-945

strates that using summarization of the body text as in-946

put is useful for the stance detection task, since the per-947

formance is very close to the upper bound proposed at948

Emergent.949

5.3. HeadlineStanceChecker Validation950

The results of the HeadlineStanceChecker are shown951

in Table 7. This approach integrates the Relatedness and952
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F1 Score F1m Acc. Rel.
Score

System Agree Disagree Discuss Unrelated

Talos[45] 53.90 3.54 76.00 99.40 58.21 89.08 82.02
Athene[46] 48.70 15.12 78.00 99.60 60.40 89.48 82.00
UCLMR[47] 47.94 11.44 74.70 98.90 58.30 88.46 81.72

Human Upper Bound [46] 58.80 66.70 76.50 99.70 75.40 – 85.90

Dulhanty et al.[49] 73.76 55.26 85.53 99.12 78.42 93.71 90.00
Zhang et al.[48] 67.47 81.30 83.90 99.73 83.10 93.77 89.30

HeadlineStanceChecker-1stage 70.34 53.42 85.30 99.41 77.12 93.64 89.80
HeadlineStanceChecker-2stages 72.34 62.53 87.32 99.38 80.39 94.31 91.02

Table 7: HeadlineStanceChecker results and comparison performance for the FNC-1 dataset.

Stance classifiers and only uses automatic summaries953

for these two classifiers—but for the Relatedness clas-954

sifier, the external features are included—. This table955

contains the performance for the class-wise F1, macro-956

average F1m, accuracy (Acc.) and the relative score957

(Rel. Score). Moreover, it also provides the results ob-958

tained by competitive state-of-the-art systems together959

with additional configurations that were also tested.960

The 3 first rows are the top-3 best systems that partic-961

ipated in the FNC-1 challenge. The results for each of962

the evaluation metrics were calculated using the confu-963

sion matrices and results were published [47] or made964

available by the authors 13,14.965

The fourth row corresponds to the Human Upper966

Bound, and is the result of conducting the FNC-1 stance967

detection task manually. This upper bound was defined968

by [46]. Five human annotators were asked to manually969

label 200 random instances, obtaining an overall inter-970

annotator agreement of Fleiss’k of 0.686. Due to the971

fact that there is no upper bound reported in the FNC-1972

data, we also used these values as reference for compar-973

ison purposes.974

Next, the fifth and sixth rows include the results of975

recent approaches [48, 49] that also addressed the head-976

line stance detection task using the FNC-1 dataset, but977

did not take part in the challenge. Since there was no978

public code available, these results were also calculated979

from the confusion matrices provided in the papers.980

The seventh row indicates the results for our Head-981

lineStanceChecker approach but configured only with982

a single classifier. We have called this approach983

HeadlineStanceChecker-1stage. Finally, the last row984

13https://github.com/hanselowski/athene system/ (accessed online
15 February, 2021)

14https://github.com/CiscoTalos/fnc1 (accessed online 15 February,
2021)

belongs to our HeadlineStanceChecker approach, us-985

ing our proposed two-stage classification. For clar-986

ity purposes, in the table we will refer to this ap-987

proach as HeadlineStanceChecker-2stages. Regardless988

of whether the classification is conducted in 1 or 2989

stages, both approaches have used just the automatic990

summaries created from the full body text during the991

whole process.992

As can be seen in Table 7, HeadlineStanceChecker-993

2stages is competitive enough with respect to the other994

systems, given that it only uses short summaries for995

the classification process, and not the full body text996

as the other systems use, so the information reduction997

does not imply a high loss in the results obtained, be-998

ing better than the FNC-1 participants, and the human999

upper bound. Furthermore, the results also validate the1000

fact that the divide-and-conquer strategy applied for di-1001

viding the classification into two stages is beneficial1002

and yields better performance when using our proposed1003

model with a single classifier (rows 7th and 8th). This is1004

especially the case for detecting disagreement between1005

the headline and the news article.1006

Furthermore, the most remarkable improvement for1007

HeadlineStanceChecker-2stages is achieved in the dis-1008

cuss category, over performing all the remaining ap-1009

proaches. The F1 improves by around 2 points com-1010

pared to the second-best approach, i.e., [49], and 131011

points over the lowest-performance system [47] in this1012

category. By achieving competitive values in the other1013

classes as well, HeadlineStanceChecker-2stages obtains1014

a final macro-F1 value of 80.39%, being only beaten1015

by the system proposed in [48], which takes advantage1016

of a considerable number of external features beyond1017

similarity to enrich the neural model. It is worth high-1018

lighting that in terms of accuracy and relative score,1019

our approach (i.e., HeadlineStanceChecker-2stages) ob-1020

tains the best result among the automatic systems in1021
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FNC-1 subset>512 FNC-1 subset<512
Agree Disagree Discuss Unrelated Agree Disagree Discuss Unrelated

Train set 1,112 314 3,536 12,886 2,566 526 5,373 23,659
Test set 645 321 1,259 5,501 1,258 376 3,205 12,848
Total 1,757 635 4,795 18,387 3,824 902 8,578 36,507

Table 8: Class distribution for FNC-1 subset>512 and FNC-1 subset<512.

both cases, achieving 94.31% and 91.02%, respectively.1022

Focusing on the results obtained by the participants in1023

the FNC-1 competition, when these results are analyzed1024

independently for each of the classes, it can be seen that1025

except for the classification of unrelated headlines —1026

whose results are close to 100% in F1 measure, and this1027

happens also for the remaining approaches as well—1028

for the remaining classes, the results are very limited.1029

The systems that participated in the FNC-1 competition1030

have a very reduced performance especially in detect-1031

ing the disagree stance, whereas the detection of agree1032

is around 50% in F1 measure and for discuss around1033

75% for the best approach. Outside the FNC-1 compe-1034

tition, the performance increases in all categories, be-1035

ing the disagree category one of the most challenging1036

to classify, in which only the approach proposed in [48]1037

obtains surprisingly high results for this category com-1038

pared to the remaining methods.1039

Figure 5: Confusion matrix resulting from the
HeadlineStanceChecker-2stages.

After having established that1040

HeadlineStanceChecker-2stages performs adequately1041

—correctly detecting 94.31% of the test set classes—,1042

the confusion matrix presented in Figure 5 provides1043

more detail on the actual performance of the system1044

for each stance class. From this information, we can1045

observe that per class, the major classification problems1046

occur with disagree and discuss classes. The data re-1047

flects that 22.5% of the total number of disagree stances1048

are being classified as discuss, whereas as 23.6% of the1049

total number of agree stances are classified as discuss.1050

However, only 7.2% of the total number of discuss1051

stances are being classified as agree and 17.9% of the1052

total number of disagree stances are being classified as1053

agree.1054

5.4. Summary versus Body text Analysis1055

Finally, in order to test the convenience of using the1056

summary or the body text as input to our whole system,1057

a final analysis was performed by an experiment de-1058

signed to allow us to compare the results in both cases.1059

To determine how this would be accomplished, we con-1060

sidered the singularities of our system, since the use of1061

RoBERTa implies certain constraints that affect the in-1062

put processing.1063

RoBERTa, as a classification model, allows a max-1064

imum input length of 512 tokens, called maximum se-1065

quence length. Information that exceeds such a length1066

is truncated. Our configuration takes as input both the1067

headline and the text to which it refers, body text or1068

summary, but it is relevant to remark that, in this case,1069

the sequence length includes the tokens of the headline1070

plus the tokens of that text. Since the headline must1071

remain complete for the classification process, if it is1072

necessary to truncate, it is the information in the body1073

text which is lost.1074

In relation to the aforementioned issue, the previous1075

work described in [49] focused on the analysis of the1076

length of the body text for classification purposes, show-1077

ing that for the examples in which the input sequence1078

is greater than 512 tokens, the accuracy of the classi-1079

fication decreases considerably with respect to smaller1080

sequences.1081

Against this backdrop, our hypothesis states that ap-1082

plying summarization to the text before classification1083
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F1 Score F1m
Input Agree Disagree Discuss Unrelated
News body 54.45 12.69 78.97 99.52 61.40
News summary 59.61 28.06 80.85 99.32 66.96

Table 9: HeadlineStanceChecker-2stages results for subset>512 with different inputs: news body and news summary.

F1 Score F1m
Input Agree Disagree Discuss Unrelated
News body 78.64 69.38 89.81 99.59 84.35
News summary 74.17 58.91 87.69 99.36 80.03

Table 10: HeadlineStanceChecker-2stages results for subset<512 with different inputs: news body text and news summary.

implies an improvement in the results. In order to prove1084

it, we first create two subsets from the FNC-1 dataset1085

according to the news story length: subset>512 and1086

subset<512. Table 8 shows the class distribution for1087

both subsets.1088

Next, we trained and tested the system with both sub-1089

sets twice: first with the bodies as input, and then with1090

the summaries. The results in Table 9 show that for long1091

news stories(subset>512), the system performs better1092

with summaries as input than truncating the text of the1093

full article. This could happen because reducing the in-1094

put by simply cutting text at the end of the document1095

results in relevant information being lost, whereas when1096

making a summary, it is the relevant information that1097

prevails in a more concise mode.1098

Similarly, results for subset<512, the shortest news1099

stories, are reported in Table 10. The system was again1100

trained and tested, taking the body and the summary as1101

inputs. In this case, results are better when using the full1102

body text, which could indicate that all the information1103

needed for a proper classification is present by consider-1104

ing the whole text—an unfeasible scenario with longer1105

texts—.1106

There exist no explicit rules that determine what the1107

length of a news article should be, but there is instead1108

certain evidence supporting that news tend to be longer1109

than 512 tokens. In Table 11 we have gathered statistics1110

from the most popular news datasets that are being used1111

in language processing tasks. All together, they contain1112

more than 2 million articles from different sources, with1113

an average length superior to 512 tokens. The relevance1114

of our approach is made clear by these figures, which1115

indicate that, in most cases, using news summarization1116

would be the right strategy.1117

Examples Average length
CNN [103] 92 K 760.50
DailyMail [103] 310 K 653.33
NY times [104] 650 K 800.04
Newsroom [105] 1,210 K 770.09
Total 2,260 K 745.83

Table 11: Statistics from large news corpora indicating the average
document length in words.

6. Conclusions and Future Work1118

HeadlineStanceChecker has been demonstrated to be1119

an effective approach for detecting misinformation in1120

news, specifically when a headline has to be compared1121

to its body text. The novelty of our approach rests1122

on two key premises: i) the adoption of a divide-and-1123

conquer strategy, thus tackling the stance classification1124

problem by means of a 2-stage neural architecture; and1125

ii) the use of extractive semantic summarization instead1126

of the full news body text for the whole classification,1127

in addition to a salience and two similarity features that1128

will help to determine the relatedness of the headline1129

with respect to the news article.1130

To show the appropriateness of HeadlineS-1131

tanceChecker, different experiments were carried1132

out in the context of an existing task —Fake News1133

Challenge FNC-1—, where the stance of a headline had1134

to be classified into one of the following classes: unre-1135

lated, agree, disagree, and discuss. The experiments1136

involved validating each of the proposed classification1137

stages in isolation together with the whole approach,1138

as well as a comparison with respect the state of the1139

art in this task. Furthermore, additional experiments1140
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with another corpus for headline stance detection (i.e.,1141

Emergent dataset) were also performed to verify the1142

generalization of our approach. The results obtained by1143

our system were very competitive compared to other1144

SOTA systems obtaining 94.31% Accuracy, as well as1145

the highest result in FNC-1 relative score compared1146

with the state of the art (91.02%).1147

The unbalanced nature of the FNC-1 dataset leads to1148

existing systems being more capable of learning how to1149

detect unrelated headlines, but are less accurate when it1150

comes to the remaining classes. Even so, the results ob-1151

tained by HeadlineStanceChecker for the different cat-1152

egories with less examples, agree, disagree and discuss1153

are fair enough and promising, which indicates that the1154

chosen approach is appropriate for the task.1155

Future work will aim to improve the results of agree1156

and disagree classification by extending the system to1157

take into consideration Sentiment Analysis features.1158

Furthermore, as reported speech is recently being intro-1159

duced to determine bias and document stance, it could1160

be very useful for determining the stance of headlines1161

and news articles. Some reporting events are neutral,1162

for example, by using reported or said, whereas some1163

others introduce a stance, for instance, ‘deny’ implies1164

disagreement or ‘confirm’ indicates agreement.1165

Besides, another interesting aspect to focus on would1166

be to investigate the relation of the stance detection1167

classes (agree, disagree, discuss and unrelated) with the1168

“incongruent” and “congruent” classification to deter-1169

mine whether this relation can provide some insights for1170

different scenarios.1171

Finally, as a future goal that contributes to investigat-1172

ing the problem of fake news detection, we expect to ap-1173

ply HeadlineStanceChecker to a real world scenario to1174

detect when headlines introduce mis- or disinformation1175

to readers. Our contribution to improving the current1176

research in the field, by means of new learning strate-1177

gies and discourse aware techniques, will help to com-1178

bat online fake news, a societal problem that requires1179

concerted action.1180
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